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We went to this show for percussions, horns, synth and 
voice by the composer Daniele Del Monaco, getting embroiled 
in an amazing experience, thanks to interpretation and 
genius of composition
mescalina.it

The key element of this production is Daniele Del Monaco, a 
brilliant and intelligent composer (qualities rarely in pairs) 
who lives music in all its forms, from counterpoint to r'n'r'. 
A rarity. With such a musician was natural to build this 
project, I would not talk about a challenge.
Valerio Borgianelli Spina



The Zone is a show produced in 2014 as an 
experiment between the composer Daniele del 
Monaco and the Klepierre’s producer/organizer 
Valerio Borgianelli Spina, who wanted to 
promote some unusual collaborations between 
composers and popular frontmen.

For the occasion, Del Monaco conceived a 
collaboration between his percussion ensemble, 
Blixa Bargeld,  the great Bulgarian kaval 
virtuoso Theodosii Spassov, and himself on 
keyboards.

Among all the productions organized by 
Klepierre, this experiment was the most 
successful and that’s why the composer is 
writing a new revision of music and lyrics as a 
development of this lucky beginning.
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The new version of the show involve a New York based 
all-star-band which represents the ripe synthesis of 
an experimental journey lasting years.

instrumentat ion 
vaguely resembles 
a rock band: 

Marco Cappelli 
and Marc Ribot on 

guitars, Satoshi 
Takeishi and Ken Filiano 

for the rhythm section and 
Daniele Del Monaco on a 
wide set of keyboards and 
electronic stuff.
Into this set, Fay Victor's 
voice is reaching the most 
diabolical, ultraterrene, 
sacred and shamanic soul 

that can be grasped by the blues or 
r'n'r, evoking ancient African 

rituals and urban 
contam ina t i ons 
with weird myths, 

strange drugs, and 
mysterious rituals.

This band is an original 
expression of a new and 
interesting season of the New York 
music scene, spontaneously 
combining power of rock, interplay 
of improvisation, colors of 
avant-garde music and synthesis of 
musical composition.
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The Zone is a Sufi Odyssey. Seven songs tell the story 
of a journey of transcendence, following a parallel 
between two plots very distant in space and time: the 
Conference of birds by Farid ad-Din Attar and 
Roadside picnic by Strugatsky brothers (the book who 
inspired Tarkovsky’s Stalker).

I thought that the Sufi materialism and the disenchantment of the Strugatsky's 
character were very representative of a forced path of my generation, which came out 
without any glory from the ideals of the twentieth century, finding itself face to face 
with a raw reality and with already established powers.
Daniele Del Monaco



The main melting theme of the lyrics is the concept of 
abandon.
It is basically a dissertation about the beauty, its 
relationship with power and about positive values, 
metaphorically represented by a grueling path to 
knowledge in a very dangerous area.

Look  a t  the  S ta lker /he  i s  a  rude  man /he  i s  qu i e t / ar i d /no  i d ea ls /no  
w ishes /no  hope / Empty  bag /a  thousand  hearts / to  burn



The Score is a revision of the 
original score for percussion 
quintet, kaval, keyboards and 
voice.
It is written in an open form with 
classical notation parts, 
improvised and aleatory moments 
and some free improvisations.



Seven  songs  of  about  10  m inutes  each  w i th  
moments  sung ,  spoken ,  wh ispered ,  
counterpo in ts ,  moments  toge ther  and  solo ,  
i ns trumenta l  progress ions  and  someth ing  
unexpected .

E ach  of  the  mus ic i ans  of  the  band  has  a  
v ery  or ig ina l  p ersonal i t y  and  b iography .  
The  composer ' s  job  was  to  prepare  the  
ground  for  these  amaz ing  mus ic i ans  so  tha t  
someth ing  mag ica l  can  happen  on  s tage .

Desp i t e  the  concert  i s  d i v i d ed  i n to  seven  
par ts ,  one  must  cons ider  i t  as  a  s i ng le  
s tream of  a  r i tua l  concert .  



Cappelli can conjure a crystalline tone 
and clean phrasing that reaches into the 
classical and flamenco traditions. And, 
yes, there is a cinematic, even sinister 
quality to a lot of the music.

Jon Garelick

marco  cappe l l i



MARCO CAPPELLI
Marco has lead since the middle 90ies an 
extraordinary artistic path, becoming familiar 
with rigorous written music as well with free 
improvisation languages: nowadays Marco 
Cappelli works as contemporary music 
interpreter, as side musician for other artists’ 
projects, as well as composer and band leader 
and with his original music.
The diversity of Marco’s performances is due to 
a fascinating array of collaborations: Anthony 
Coleman, Michel Godard, Butch Morris, Franco 
Piersanti, Jim Pugliese, Enrico Rava, Marc Ribot, 
Adam Rudolph, Elliott Sharp, Giovanni Sollima, 
Markus Stockhausen, Cristina Zavalloni, Raiz… 



dan i e l e  de l  monaco

whatever the talent and thought of Del Monaco touch 
turns into MUSIC

Gian Piero Maragoni



DANIELE DEL MONACO
Composer, keyboard player and sailor based in 
Venice, born in 1977.
He is author of chamber music, symphonic music, 
operas, music for theatre, electronics, 
electro-acoustic, multimedia operas, music for 
films, song, interactive installations. He’s also 
an interpreter, improviser, teacher, music 
producer, band-leader and organizer. In 2007 he 
started the activity of independent producer. 
Can boast a surprising number of collaborations 
in all fields, from baroque music to punk.
He is member of Nuova Consonanza and of the 
international collective Diaspora. He is artistic 
and musical director of LCP.



KEN  F I L I ANO

a creative virtuoso, a master of technique



ken filiano
Double-bassist Ken Filiano has been active since the 
early ’80s and has contributed to dozens of albums, 
most of them pertaining to creative jazz, from 
post-bop to free improvisation.
Based in Brooklyn, Filiano keeps strong ties with the West 
Coast, especially with reedists Steve Adams and Vinny 
Golia. Among others, he performs regularly with violinist 
Jason Hwang and trumpet player Taylor Ho Bynum.
Ken performs throughout the world, playing and 
recording with leading artists in jazz, spontaneous 
improvisation, classical, world/ethnic, and 
interdisciplinary performance, fusing the rich 
traditions of the double bass with his own seemingly 
limitless inventiveness



marc  r i bot

one of the best rock guitarist
of all times

Piero Scaruffi



MARC RIBOT
Marc Ribot, who had played with the Lounge 
Lizards, John Zorn, Tom Waits, and the Jazz 
Passengers, demonstrated his fluid style, 
capable of bridging cacophony and melody in a 
smooth and swinging manner, on Rootless 
Cosmopolitans (1990), featuring jazz masters 
Don Byron on clarinet and Anthony Coleman on 
keyboards, and one of the few albums to evoke 
Peter Green's End Of The Game. Ribot's followed 
that achievement with an irreverent fusion of 
minimalism, atonal music and jazz on Requiem For 
What's His Name (1992) and the vehement sonic 
(and frequently dissonant) verve of Shrek 
(1994).



satosh i  t ake i sh i

Rather than a specialist of any one style,
Takeishi constantly strives for an integration
of his diverse musical experience and knowledge.

New Music Usa



SATOSHI TAKEISHI
Drummer, percussionist, and arranger is a native of 
Mito, Japan. He studied music at Berklee College of Music 
in Boston, Massachusetts. While at Berklee he developed 
an interest in the music of South America and went to 
live in Colombia. He spent four years there and forged 
many musical and personal relationships. In 1986 he 
returned to Miami, U.S. where he began working as an 
arranger/producer as well as a performer.  His interest 
expanded to the rhythms and melodies of the Middle East 
where he studied and performed with Armenian-American 
oud master Joe Zeytoonian. Since moving to New York in 
1991 he has performed and recorded in vast variety of 
genre, from world music, jazz, contemporary classical 
music to experimental electronic music.



fay  v i c tor

The whole legacy of jazz is in her voice

The Wall Street Journal



FAY VICTOR
hailed as ‘artistically complete’ by the New York Times 
is an improvising vocalist, composer, lyricist and 
educator riding all the chasms and seams of musics 
that are improvisational and conversational in nature.
Called “a thrilling improviser” by Downbeat magazine, 
Fay Victor consistently hones a unique vision of the 
vocalist’s role in jazz and improvised music. Victor’s 
eight critically acclaimed recordings as a leader since 
the late 90’s has seen praise in venerable media outlets 
such as Downbeat, JazzTimes, The New York Times, The 
Village Voice, Time Out New York, The Wire, Signal to 
Noise, Popmatters.com, The San Francisco Chronicle, 
Time Out Chicago, The Chicago Reader, The New York City 
Jazz Record and JazzWise (UK). 


